
Project Introduction
This document will outline how to configure the Detection Lab. The document will also cover some
topics that will be the basis for the forthcoming lab exercises. The document will provide links to any
relevant documentation.

MITRE ATTACK Framework
The lab exercises are based around certain techniques that were observed being exploited by Red
Canary and published in their 2022 Threat Detection Report in March 2022.

What is the MITRE ATTACK Framework?

The MITRE ATTACK framework is a database that contains adversary Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures. The database provides mitigations for techniques, provides tips for detection and a
wealth of other information.

This will be an essential website for students to use during the practical section of the lab exercises.

Mitre Attack Website: https://attack.mitre.org/
Red Canary 2022 Threat Detection Report: https://resource.redcanary.com/rs/003YRU
314/images/2022_ThreatDetectionReport_RedCanary.pdf
Red Canary Threat Detection Website: https://redcanary.com/threat-detection-report/

https://attack.mitre.org/
https://resource.redcanary.com/rs/003-YRU-314/images/2022_ThreatDetectionReport_RedCanary.pdf
https://redcanary.com/threat-detection-report/


Vagrant

What is Vagrant?

Vagrant is a tool that can be used to deploy and manage virtual machine environments from the
command line. The configuration for the virtual machines is held in the Vagrantfile.

Vagrant Documentation: https://www.vagrantup.com/docs
Vagrantfile: https://www.vagrantup.com/docs/vagrantfile
Installing Vagrant: https://learn.hashicorp.com/tutorials/vagrant/getting-started-install?
in=vagrant/getting-started

What is the Vagrantfile?

The Vagrantfile contains the configuration settings for the virtual machines that you wish to deploy.
This file is written in the Ruby programming language and it will contain instructions that:

Define the system settings for each VM CPU, RAM, etc.).
Define the settings for the VM provider (VirtualBox, VMWare, etc.).
Define the network settings for the VMs.
Contain the scripts used to configuration the virtual machines.

Useful Vagrant Commands

Listed below are some useful Vagrant commands that can be used to provision, suspend, shutdown
and destroy the virtual machines.

Bring up all Detection Lab hosts using VirtualBox: vagrant up –provider=virtualbox
Bring up all Detection Lab hosts using VMware: vagrant up –provider=vmware_desktop
Bring up a specific host: vagrant up [hostname]
Restart a specific host: vagrant reload [hostname]
Restart a specific host and re-run the provision process: vagrant reload [hostname] –provision
Destroy a specific host: vagrant destroy [hostname]
Destroy the entire Detection Lab environment: vagrant destroy Adding -f forces it without a
prompt)
Check the status of each host: vagrant status
Suspend the lab environment: vagrant suspend
Resume the lab environment: vagrant resume
Shutdown each host: vagrant halt

https://www.vagrantup.com/docs
https://www.vagrantup.com/docs/vagrantfile
https://learn.hashicorp.com/tutorials/vagrant/getting-started-install?in=vagrant/getting-started


Detection Lab
The Detection Lab is a repository that contains a number of scripts which are used to automate the
process of bringing a virtual machine environment online. This environment is designed to be insecure
and to be used for testing, log analysis and research purposes.

Detection Lab Documentation: https://detectionlab.network/introduction/
Detection Lab GitHub: https://github.com/clong/detectionlab

Chris Long, the creator of the Detection Lab regularly updates the GitHub repo so if any bugs are
encountered, they will be fixed in due course.

The lab can also be brought online in a number of different environments, including using cloud
providers. If the college has an AWS or Azure subscription, deploying the Detection Lab will reduce the
requirement for physical hardware.

AWS Deployment Instructions: https://detectionlab.network/deployment/aws/
Azure Deployment Instructions: https://detectionlab.network/deployment/azure/
Linux Deployment Instruction: https://detectionlab.network/deployment/linuxvm/
Windows Deployment Instructions https://detectionlab.network/deployment/windowsvm/

Detection Lab Credentials

Platform URL Username Password

Virtual
Machines

vagrant vagrant

Fleet https://192.168.56.1058412 admin@detectionlab.network admin123#

Splunk https://192.168.56.1058000 admin changeme

MS ATA
login

https://192.168.56.103 wef\vagrant vagrant

Guacamole
login

http://192.168.56.1058080/guacamole vagrant vagrant

Velociraptor
login

https://192.168.56.1059999 admin changeme

Detection Lab Design

The lab consists of four virtual machines:

A Ubuntu 20.04 server machine configured to collect logs.
A Windows 2016 server machine configured as the Domain Controller.
A Windows 2016 server machine configured as Windows Event Forwarder.
A Windows 10 machine configured to simulate a user on the network.

https://detectionlab.network/introduction/
https://github.com/clong/detectionlab
https://detectionlab.network/deployment/aws/
https://detectionlab.network/deployment/azure/
https://detectionlab.network/deployment/linuxvm/
https://detectionlab.network/deployment/windowsvm/
https://192.168.56.105:8412/
mailto:admin@detectionlab.network
https://192.168.56.105:8000/
https://192.168.56.103/
http://192.168.56.105:8080/guacamole
https://192.168.56.105:9999/


Logger - Ubuntu 20.04

The Ubuntu server is configured with the following:

Splunk Enterprise
Fleet osquery Manager
Zeek
Suricata
Guacamole
Velociraptor server

DC  Windows Server 2016

WEF Server Configuration GPO
PowerShell logging GPO
Enhanced Windows Auditing policy GPO
Sysmon
Velociraptor
osquery
Splunk Universal Forwarder (Forwards Sysmon & osquery)
Sysinternals Tools
Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics Lightweight Gateway



WEF  Windows Server 2016

Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics
Windows Event Collector
Windows Event Subscription Creation
PowerShell transcription logging share
Sysmon
Velociraptor
osquery
Splunk Universal Forwarder (Forwards WinEventLog & PowerShell & Sysmon & osquery)
Sysinternals tools

Win10  Windows 10

Simulates employee workstation
Sysmon
Velociraptor
osquery
Splunk Universal Forwarder (Forwards Sysmon & osquery)
Sysinternals Tools

Group Policy Objects

Group Policy is an infrastructure that allows you to specify managed configurations for
users and computers through Group Policy settings and Group Policy Preferences.

 Microsoft Documentation

The following Group Policy Objects were applied to the Windows virtual machines:

Custom Event Channel Permissions:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Custom%20Even
t%20Channel%20Permissions.htm
Default Domain Controllers Policy:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Default%20Dom
ain%20Controllers%20Policy.htm
Default Domain Policy:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Default%20Dom
ain%20Policy.htm
Domain Controllers Enhanced Auditing Policy:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Domain%20Cont
rollers%20Enhanced%20Auditing%20Policy.htm
Powershell Logging:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Powershell%20L
ogging.htm

https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Custom%20Event%20Channel%20Permissions.htm
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Default%20Domain%20Controllers%20Policy.htm
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Default%20Domain%20Policy.htm
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Domain%20Controllers%20Enhanced%20Auditing%20Policy.htm
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Powershell%20Logging.htm


Servers Enhanced Auditing Policy:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Servers%20Enha
nced%20Auditing%20Policy.htm
Windows Event Forwarding Server:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Windows%20Eve
nt%20Forwarding%20Server.htm
Workstations Enhanced Auditing Policy:
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Workstations%2
0Enhanced%20Auditing%20Policy.htm

Deploying the Detection Lab in Windows

Deployment Time:  2 hours

I chose to implement the Detection Lab using VirtualBox on my personal computer. I was familiar with
virtual box and VMware and cloud services required a subscription. I have included links above to the
relevant sections in the documentation for deploying the lab.

The boxes are hosted on Vagrant cloud and downloaded during the deployment process. They are
located here:

Ubuntu Box: https://app.vagrantup.com/bento/boxes/ubuntu-20.04
Windows Server: https://app.vagrantup.com/detectionlab/boxes/win2016
Windows 10 https://app.vagrantup.com/detectionlab/boxes/win10

System Requirements

The system requirements for Windows:

55GB of free disk space
16GB of RAM highly recommended
Vagrant 2.2.9
VirtualBox 6.0

Deployment Steps

Open PowerShell in Admin mode.
Navigate to the directory where you wish to store the files:

Clone the DetectionLab repo to your filesystem:

Navigate to the Vagrant folder:

cd F:\ 

git clone https://github.com/clong/DetectionLab.git 

cd F:\FYP-Test-2\Vagrant 

https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Servers%20Enhanced%20Auditing%20Policy.htm
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Windows%20Event%20Forwarding%20Server.htm
https://rawgit.com/clong/DetectionLab/master/Vagrant/resources/GPO/reports/Workstations%20Enhanced%20Auditing%20Policy.htm
https://app.vagrantup.com/bento/boxes/ubuntu-20.04
https://app.vagrantup.com/detectionlab/boxes/win2016
https://app.vagrantup.com/detectionlab/boxes/win10


Verify that your system meets the installation requirements by executing the following script:

Bring all hosts online at once:

Note: I would recommend bringing the virtual machines on one at a time. Sometimes,
there may be timeout errors and this requires beginning the process of provisioning
that machine again.

Provision Logger:

Provision DC

.\prepare.ps1  

vagrant up --provider=<provider> 

vagrant up logger 

vagrant up dc 



Provision WEF

Provision win10

Note: Before the wef or win10 virtual machines can be brought online, the domain
needs to be configured. Ensure that the dc is provisioned before either of them avoid
any errors.

Verify that the installation completed successfully and that all services are accessible:

There have been a number of bugs in the configuration where I was unable to access Fleet and
Velociraptor. The issue with Fleet was fixed in the latest release.

Services

Splunk

Splunk is a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM system that functions to collect, store
and analyze log telemetry data. Splunk applications allow you to search the stored logs using the
Splunk Search Processing Language SPL. Splunk also provides visualizations through dashboards.

vagrant up wef 

vagrant up win10 

.\post_build_checks.ps1 



Splunk requires a licence to access some of the more robust features such as Splunk Enterprise
Security. However, it does have a free licence . This free licence lasts for 60 days and the licence
allows you to ingest 500MB for free per day.



It is possible to exceed the 500MB limit, however if you get 5 warnings within 30 days Splunk will
disable the search feature. To circumvent this, you can destroy the virtual machines, and spin them up
again to receive a new licence.

Top Splunk Features:

Splunk Home (Dashboards, Applications)
Search & Reporting (Search, Search History, Alerts, Dashboard Creation)
Triggered Alerts

Triggered Alerts:

Any alerts that you have configured should fire on and be displayed on this screen. This feature I have
found is not that reliable. The Splunk Enterprise Security applications provides advances features for
incident response and alerts that is not available in the free version.

The triggered alerts can be accessed from the navigation bar at across the top of your Splunk
instance.



Activity → Triggered Alerts

Account Creation:

The user account creation can be accessed from the navigation bar at across the top of your Splunk
instance.

Settings → Users → New User

Splunk Search Indexes

Index Description

osquery osquery/Fleet result logs

osquery-status osquery/fleet INFO/WARN/ERROR logs

powershell Powershell transcription logs

suricata Suricata IDS logs

sysmon Logs from the Sysmon service

threathunting Used for the ThreatHunting app

wineventlog Windows Event Logs

zeek Zeek network traffic logs

Fleet

osquery is an operating system instrumentation framework. What this means is that is turns your
operating system into a relational database, where SQL queries can be used to analyse the operating
system.

Fleet is an osquery management tool that was originally designed at Facebook. Fleet operates as the
server on the logger machine and collects the osquery logs from Windows via TLS.



Palantir osquery configuration: https://github.com/palantir/osquery-configuration

Due to the errors with Fleet, I got very little time to use this service. However I found it was useful to
find out information about the operating system of the Windows 10 device.

System Information:

Details about the host:

https://github.com/palantir/osquery-configuration


Some of the installed software:

User Accounts

Microsoft ATA

Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics is a proprietary tool developed by Microsoft to capture network
traffic of protocols relating to authentication, authorization, and information gathering. It captures
protocols relating to:

Kerberos
DNS
RPC
NTLM

This tool could be integrated successfully to capture logs relating to reconnaissance and lateral
movement. I did not focus on implementing this into my project due to time constraints, however the
Detection Lab documentation does provide some commands to enter to generate an alert.

ATA Documentation: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/advanced-threat-analytics/what-is-ata
Detection Lab - MS ATA https://detectionlab.network/usage/microsoft_ata/

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/advanced-threat-analytics/what-is-ata
https://detectionlab.network/usage/microsoft_ata/


Example Demonstration

To attempt to do a DCSync:

Results of commands:

c:\tools\mimikatz\x64\mimikatz.exe 

lsadump::dcsync /domain:windomain.local /user:krbtgt 



Alert:

I didn't have time to dig further into this tool, but it could be something to look into in the future. I did
not have prior experience using this tool.

Velociraptor

Velociraptor is a tool that is used in digital forensics and incident response and essentially functions as
the Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR tool in the Detection Lab.

Due to the bugs in the installation, I did not get any experience using this tool.

Velociraptor Documentation: https://docs.velociraptor.app/

Guacamole

Apache's Guacamole is a web application that provides a Remote Access to desktop environments by
using a web browser. It is protocol agnostic and van use a variety of protocols including VNC, RDP and
SSH. It does this by operating over what is called the Guacamole protocol which is used for rendering
your desktop to the browser and for transporting event information.

https://docs.velociraptor.app/


If required, this tool could be used to remotely access any of the virtual machines.

Guacamole Documentation: https://guacamole.apache.org/doc/gug/introduction.html

Installed Tools

The Detection Lab comes prefigured with many security tools. The tools which have the most
importance for the exercises are as follows:

Atomic Red Team
Sysmon

Atomic Red Team

The Atomic Red Team is a repository of tests that are mapped to the MITRE ATTACK framework that
can be used to test your environment and result in easily replicable tests that generate consistent
data. The repository contains hundreds of tests.

Atomic Red Team GitHub: https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team
Atomics Folder: https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team/tree/master/atomics
Atomic Red Team Installation: https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-
atomicredteam/wiki/Installing-Atomic-Red-Team
Atomic Red Team Wiki: https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team/wiki/
Invoke-AtomicRedTeam Wiki: https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam/wiki

https://guacamole.apache.org/doc/gug/introduction.html
https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team
https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team/tree/master/atomics
https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam/wiki/Installing-Atomic-Red-Team
https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team/wiki/
https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam/wiki


Using Atomic Red Team

Install Invoke-AtomicTest:

This module is used to automatically execute each of the tests using PowerShell.

Confirm that the Invoke-AtomicTest cmdlet is installed correctly. This command will install this
module if it is not installed correctly.

Type A to confirm installing the Module.
If the module is already installed, you will not be prompted to accept.
Copy Atomic Red Team Folder from C:\Tools to C:\

Check Pre-Requisites:

We need to confirm that all the prerequisites for the tests are available and installed correctly.

Get Pre-Requisites:

Install the resources required to complete the relevant tests.

Install-Module -Name invoke-atomicredteam,powershell-yaml -Scope CurrentUser 

Invoke-AtomicTest [Technique_ID] -CheckPrereqs  

Invoke-AtomicTest [Technique_ID] -GetPrereqs 



Show Test Details:

Use the -ShowDetails switch to display the details of the test that you are planning to execute.
The details are also contained on the GitHub Atomic Red Teams atomics folder.

Executing Tests:

To execute a test, drop the -ShowDetails switch from the command and hit enter.

Invoke-AtomicTest [Technique_ID] -TestNumbers [Test_Number] -ShowDetails 

Invoke-AtomicTest [Technique_ID] -TestNumbers [Test_Number] 



Clean-Up:

To clean-up after a test has been performed and the logs are analysed enter the following:

Sysmon

System Monitor (Sysmon) is a Windows system service and device driver that, once
installed on a system, remains resident across system reboots to monitor and log
system activity to the Windows event log. It provides detailed information about
process creations, network connections, and changes to file creation time.

By collecting the events it generates using Windows Event Collection or SIEM agents
and subsequently analyzing them, you can identify malicious or anomalous activity
and understand how intruders and malware operate on your network.

 Microsoft Documentation

The Sysmon logs are an important Splunk index to search when searching for log data after executing
the tests contained in the lab exercises. Sysmon logs also provide the telemetry from the Threat
Hunting application in Splunk.

Invoke-AtomicTest T1027 -Cleanup 


